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Executive summary
This deliverable presents the first release of the RADON integrated framework (i.e., the alpha
version). The RADON integrated framework consists of an integrated methodology and an open
source toolchain, to define, evolve, and operate event-centric applications that consume serverless
functions. A final version of RADON integrated framework will be described in deliverable
D2.7[1].
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Glossary
CDL

Constraint Definition Language

CI/CD

Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery

CLI

Command Line Interface

CSAR

Cloud Service Archive

DPT

Defect Prediction Tool

DT

Decomposition Tool

FaaS

Function-as-a-Service

GMT

Graphical Modeling Tool

IaC

Infrastructure-as-Code

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

VM

Virtual Machine

VT

Verification Tool
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1.

Introduction

This document presents the results of the activities performed within task T2.3: Integrated
development environment (IDE) of WP2, concerning the implementation and maintenance of a
web-based IDE to support development activities and integration with the RADON tools,
developed in WP3-5. The final results of this task will be included in the final version of the
deliverable, D2.7[1], expected at M27.

1.1.

Deliverable objectives

This deliverable has the following main objectives:
● Describe the technical decisions to implement the first release of the RADON integrated
framework;
● Outline the set of capabilities realized by this alpha release according to the requirements
presented in D2.2 [2] and the first integration plan described in D2.3[3];
● Provide a user guide of the RADON integrated framework.

1.2.

Overview of main achievements

The main achievements of the work reported in this deliverable are:
● The release of the alpha version of the RADON integrated framework, including:
○ a web-based IDE (built on top Eclipse Che) supporting development activities in a
multi-user context;
○ integration of the RADON tools in the IDE;
○ customization of the IDE with graphical elements to enable the interactions with the
shared spaces of the RADON artifacts and with the RADON tools;
● Integration progress and future plan.

1.3.

Structure of the document

The rest of this deliverable is structured as follows:
● Section 2 gives an overview of the RADON integrated framework;
● Section 3 presents the roles of the RADON IDE played in the context of our project and
introduces the web-based IDE technology (Eclipse Che) on which it is based on;
● Section 4 describes the technical decisions in detail to implement the first release of the
RADON integrated framework;
● Section 5 gives an overview on the capabilities of the RADON integrated framework that
have been realized in the alpha release according to the first integration plan described in
D2.3[3] and outlines the next steps;
● Section 6 provides a guide on how to use the alpha version of the RADON integrated
framework;
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● Section 7 draws the conclusions and the work that will be done after the release of this
deliverable.
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2.

RADON Framework Overview

This section provides an overview of the framework features. As described in the DoW “The
RADON architecture relies on the combination of three environments, namely modeling
environment, runtime environment, and coding environment (IDE)”. The overall RADON
framework features rotate around the RADON modeling environment. In RADON, we envision a
model-based approach to manage and orchestrate modern, distributed, cloud native application
systems that will typically apply a microservice architecture and exploit the FaaS service model.
The framework uses OASIS TOSCA as a baseline to define the RADON models. TOSCA (centric
artifact in Figure 1) describes in a declarative manner, the topology (generated via the RADON
GMT) and the orchestration of cloud applications. The orchestration process takes place by means
of the RADON orchestration tool, without native support for serverless FaaS or data flows, which
are both critical to the project’s significance.
Figure 1. RADON framework overview
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3.

RADON IDE concepts

In the context of the RADON framework, the role of the IDE is twofold: (i) supports the
development activities in a team-based context and (ii) provides an access point for the interactions
with the shared spaces of RADON artifacts and with the RADON tools.
In the deliverable D2.2[2], the final RADON IDE’s requirements are described. These
requirements can be grouped into two categories: (i) the requirements related to standard
functionalities to support development activities (e.g. support from different programming
languages, debugging functionalities and error-checking capabilities) and (ii) the requirements that
require a customization of the development environment for RADON’s purposes (e.g. integration
on the IDE of specific RADON tools developed in the technical work packages).
The set of requirements at point (i) are mainly achieved by means of Eclipse Che1: the underlying
technology we chose for the development of the IDE. In this document, we describe in detail the
development and integration activities performed during the last months of the project to achieve
the requirements related to the RADON’s customization aspects.

3.1.

Integrated Environment based on Eclipse Che

As stated in D2.4[4], the RADON IDE is based on the Eclipse Che technology, a web-based
development environment for multi-user usage, where developers can create applications without
the need to install any software on their local system.
Eclipse Che is a Kubernetes2 native IDE, available in two modes: (i) single-user mode, that is a
non-authenticated Che, lighter and suited for personal desktop environments, and (ii) multi-user
mode: that is an authenticated Che, suited for organizations and developer teams. An instance of
Eclipse Che in multi-user mode has been deployed in a virtual machine (VM) hosted by ENG using
Minikube (a tool that runs a single-node Kubernetes cluster in a virtual machine) to set-up
Kubernetes. For a detailed description of the deployment steps see Appendix 1 (Section 9).
This VM has a public IP address and the following main characteristics:
● a Centos 7 machine with 8 GB RAM and 80 GB disk space;
● the installed software is: Java 8, Docker3, Kubectl (the Kubernetes command-line tool),
Minikube, chectl (the command-line tool for managing a Che server and its development
workspaces)
After the deployment procedure, the authorized users can reach the running Che instance. The main
dashboard is depicted in Figure 2.
A person of the ENG team, as the administrator of the Che instance, has created a set of accounts
for the different units involved in the project in order to have access to it. Eclipse Che uses

1

Eclipse Che - https://www.eclipse.org/che/
Kubernetes - https://kubernetes.io/
3
Docker - https://www.docker.com
2
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Keycloak4 as an identity and access management tool to create, import, manage, delete, and
authenticate users. In particular, it uses built-in authentication mechanisms and user storage.
Figure 3 depicts the Keycloak dashboard from which the administrator can configure users, groups,
authorization and authentication capabilities for the RADON IDE.
Figure 2. RADON IDE Dashboard

Figure 3. RADON IDE Administration Dashboard

4

Keycloack - https://www.keycloak.org/
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4.

Alpha release implementation

This chapter describes in detail the technical decisions made to implement the first release of the
RADON integrated framework according to the IDE requirements presented in D2.2[2]. In
particular, the Che instance has been customized with the implementation of a new RADON Stack
(for the Eclipse Che technology, a stack is a runtime configuration for workspaces), new menu and
commands as presented in the next sections.

4.1.

Implementation goals and roadmap

The activity diagram, presented in Figure 4 describes the set of actions according to that the
RADON IDE’s requirements (D2.2[2]) and the RADON workflows (D2.3[3]), we planned to be
accomplished by a RADON user in order to interact with the RADON framework by means of the
RADON IDE. In particular, for the first (i.e. alpha) release, the set of actions we expect to be
performed by an authenticated RADON user are:
● Create or open (if already created previously) a RADON workspace with a modeling
project on it, providing access to the shared repositories of RADON artifacts and with the
integrated RADON tools enabled;
● Availability of the GMT to be invoked on the RADON-IDE to model application
topologies;
● Availability of the Verification Tool, Decomposition Tool and Defect Prediction Tool that
can be invoked by the RADON user to verify CDL specifications on the RADON models,
to optimize the deployment of the applications and to find the defects on the IaC blueprints,
respectively;
● Export of the modelled application in TOSCA’s CSAR format for the deployment;
● Start the deployment process of the CSAR by publishing it on the Template Library and by
triggering the CI/CD pipeline (i.e. the Jenkins jobs), deploys the CSAR with the
Orchestrator;
● Visualization of the deployment result on a browser window.
The above capabilities have been implemented by the customization of our Che instance with the
realization of a new RADON Stack, defining a RADON workspace, which provides access to the
RADON artifacts along with custom menus and commands to invoke the integrated RADON tools
as described in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.
As stated in D2.3[3], a RADON workflow is a repeatable sequence of actions that involves the
interaction of several RADON tools. In Figure 4, we have attached the RADON workflows, to
represent each action performed by a RADON user from the RADON IDE. A numbered label is
used in order to map these actions to the RADON workflows, described in D2.3[3].
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Figure 4. RADON workflows within the RADON IDE
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Table 1 summarizes the RADON workflows supported in the current alpha release. Due to the fact
that the support of RADON workflows is necessarily dependent on tool availability (e.g. a
workflow involving a Decomposition activity requires the Decomposition Tool). Some RADON
workflows (i.e. Continuous Testing and Monitoring) are not supported yet and some steps of the
already supported ones are not fully achieved (e.g. gathering information from the Monitoring
System in the CI/CD workflow). At the time of writing, integration of the remaining tools is an
ongoing activity, with significant additional support for workflows expected for the next releases.
Table 1. Support of RADON workflows
RADON Workflow

RADON Tools

Involved steps (from Figure
4)

Verification

Graphical Modeling Tool
Verification Tool

1, 2, 3, 4, 4.1, 4.2

Decomposition

Graphical Modeling Tool
Decomposition Tool
Template Library

1, 2, 3, 4, 4.3

Defect Prediction

Defect Prediction Tool

1, 2, 3, 4, 4.4

Continuous Testing

None

Not applicable yet

Continuous
Integration/Deployment

Graphical Modeling Tool
Orchestrator

5, 6, 7, 8

Monitoring

None

Not applicable yet

4.2.

IDE Customization

As mentioned on D2.4[4], Eclipse Che permits to customize the development environment using a
so-called “devfile”, where the configurations of the workspaces are defined to include projects,
components, and commands. A devfile essentially is a portable Infrastructure-as-Code definition
(IaC) to bootstrap an Eclipse Che workspace. For example, a workspace can be initialized with a
list of projects (i.e., Git projects), that are automatically cloned during startup. Further, additional
development components and user runtimes can be added to provide even more functionality.
A minimal devfile sufficient to run a workspace consists of two information: a specification version
and a name. Without any further configuration, a workspace with default editor (i.e., Che Theia
editor) will be launched along with its default plugins (i.e., Che Machine Exc plugin), which is
configured on Che Server. To get more functional workspace, the following parts can be added:
● A list of projects: the source code repositories;
● A list of components: the development components and user runtimes;
● A list of commands: actions to manage the workspace components;
In order to achieve our requirements, we realized a new Che stack (i.e., a runtime configuration for
workspaces), defining a custom devfile, which permits to bootstrap a RADON workspace
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containing a project to manage the RADON artifacts and a set of components (i.e., plugins or
kubernetes containers) to enable the interaction with the RADON framework, as described in the
next sections.
4.2.1. Definition of the RADON Stack
Che stacks are available on the Che user dashboard and realize ready-to-go workspaces for various
technologies. These stacks provide a default set of projects, tools, and commands to work within
the workspace.
We implemented a RADON stack defining a custom devfile that includes the following elements:
● A project (named “radon-particles”) that clones in the RADON workspace with the TOSCA
modeling entities from the RADON Particles5 GitHub repository;
● The set of Che plugins and Kubernetes components that have been developed to implement
custom RADON menus and commands and to integrate the RADON tools.
Eclipse Che provides several options to include components to a “devfile”. Components can be of
type cheEditor, chePlugin, kubernetes, or dockerimage. In our context, we used Che plugins to add
RADON menu and commands (e.g., to add a command in a context menu, which appears when a
user right-clicks on a file) and Kubernetes containers to integrate some of the RADON tools, as
detailed in section 4.2.2 and section 4.3.
The definitions of the Che stacks are hold by a devfile registry6, running on a separate pod, created
when the Che server is deployed. In order to update the devfile registry with the new RADON
stack, we builded and deployed a custom Docker image of that registry, as described in the official
Eclipse Che documentation7.
4.2.2. Implementation of RADON menu and commands
A Che plugin is implemented as a Visual Studio Code extension (such extensions are supported by
both Visual Studio and Eclipse Che), and has been developed to add a RADON menu on the IDE
command palette. This RADON menu defines the following commands:
● A command to start the deployment process of a CSAR. This command appears both in the
command palette when a CSAR is selected within the workspace and when a user makes a
right-click on a file with the .csar extension;
● A command to show the deployment status (in the current release, open a browsing page to
visualize the result status of the Jenkins job that manages the CI/CD pipeline);
● A command to open the RADON documentation page.
Below are the detailed actions implemented by this plugin when a RADON user wants to deploy
the serverless application exported as a CSAR package into the workspace by means of the
“Deploy” button (Figure 5):
5

https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-particles
https://github.com/eclipse/che-devfile-registry
7
https://www.eclipse.org/che/docs/che-7/building-and-running-a-custom-registry-image/
6
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● The selected CSAR is uploaded to the Template Library through the available API. The API
returns a response containing the ID of the CSAR.
○ Using this ID as a parameter, we execute a Jenkins job.
● The triggered Jenkins job will perform the following based on the users need:
○ Fetch the CSAR using the parameterized ID;
○ Perform a defect prediction analysis;
○ Deploy the CSAR with the Orchestrator.
Figure 5. Sequence Diagram of deployment process

The RADON menu plugin is integrated in the RADON IDE using the chePlugin type, as described
in Listing 1.
Listing 1. RADON menu plugin definition in RADON stack
- alias: radon-menu
type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-menu/latest/meta.yaml
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4.3.

Integrated RADON tools

This section describes the RADON tools that have been integrated in the alpha release by means of
Che plugins and/or as Kubernetes containers.
4.3.1. Graphical Modeling Tool
Overview of provided features:
The Graphical Modeling Tool (GMT) is a web-based software solution to create, develop, and
model TOSCA applications and its required ingredients. It is mainly used to compose TOSCA
service templates, representing the applications that are deployed using the RADON Orchestrator.
These TOSCA service templates are what we call RADON Models and consist of TOSCA entity
types, which are reusable modeling entities. Both, the RADON Models as well as the TOSCA
modeling entities, can be maintained using the GMT. To make it easier for RADON users to launch
the GMT, we integrated it with Eclipse Che, the RADON IDE. The GMT runs as a Kubernetes
container inside a created Eclipse Che workspace and can be launched for every single RADON
workspace. The GMT is able to interact with files and folders from the underlying workspace.
Upon startup, the GMT initializes a "modeling project" inside the workspace, which becomes
available in Che's project structure. RADON users are now able to create or adapt existing TOSCA
modeling entities as well as to compose new applications. All changes are reflected in the files and
folders of the created "modeling project" and can be versioned by using a public or private Git
repository. Further, RADON users may want to package their applications as a CSAR before it is
deployed into production by using the RADON Orchestrator. GMT offers the feature to package
and save a CSAR of a selected RADON Model to Eclipse Che's workspace. This provides the
possibility to process it using other RADON tools, e.g., analyze using the Defect Prediction Tool or
deploy using the RADON Orchestrator.
Integration details:
The GMT is based on the open-source project Eclipse Winery. All enhancements in the course of
the RADON project have been merged into Eclipse Winery’s master at the time of writing. Further,
a Docker build automatically builds a new Docker image 8 of the GMT whenever new
enhancements or defect fixes are pushed to Winery’s master branch. Based on this, GMT can be
started as a separate Docker container for each created RADON workspace. To integrate the GMT,
we defined GMT as a Kubernetes component (which means that it is possible to apply existing
configuration for Kubernetes) in RADON's stack "devfile". Listing 2 shows the syntax we used to
define a component that starts the GMT.
Listing 2. GMT component definition in RADON devfile
-

8

alias: radon-gmt
type: kubernetes
reference: winery.yaml
mountSources: true
endpoints:

# Kubernetes deployment descriptor

https://hub.docker.com/r/opentosca/radon-gmt
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- name: radon-gmt
port: 8080
attributes:
protocol: http
secure: "false"
discoverable: "false"
public: "true"

In GMT’s case, we have created a common Kubernetes deployment descriptor9 file (cf.
winery.yaml in Listing 2) that essentially defines the deployment of the GMT Docker container in a
certain configuration.
Notably, setting the “mountSources” flag to “true” will make the project's source code available
inside the underlying container. With this setting, GMT is able to access and modify the files and
folders in Eclipse Che’s workspace when composing new RADON Models or creating new
TOSCA modeling entities.
Last but not least, GMT defines one public endpoint to reach the user interface. This configuration
is required to expose GMT’s user interface and public REST API to be accessible for RADON
users. The RADON user menu is offered by the IDE based on this configuration, and the
possibility to open the user interface in a new browser window.
In summary, the “devfile” configuration makes it possible to start the GMT for a Eclipse Che
workspace, while the GMT is able to interact with the workspace’s files and folders.
4.3.2. Verification Tool (IMP)
Overview of provided features:
The Verification Tool (VT) enables a user to verify that a RADON model conforms to a set of
requirements expressed as a specification in the Constraint Definition Language (CDL). For the
Alpha release, users can run the verify and correct mode of the VT by right-clicking on any file
with the extension ".cdl" and clicking on the "Verify" or "Correct" buttons in the resulting context
menu. The result of the verification or correction task is then displayed in a new output subwindow.
Integration details:
The VT integration has two parts: (1) VT plugin and (2) VT Kubernetes container. The VT plugin
is responsible for the extensions to the Eclipse Che GUI; specifically, it adds the "Verify" and
"Correct" buttons to the context menu, which appears when a user right-clicks on a file with the
extension ".cdl". The plugin was implemented as a VS Code extension. The VT Kubernetes
container is the "backend" of the tool. It is running a very lightweight Sinatra web server. When a
user triggers a verification or correction task, the VT plugin sends a request to the Sinatra
application on the container, which then calls the command line VT. The result is sent back to the
VT plugin and is then displayed to the user.
9

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/eclipse/winery/master/deploy/che/winery.yaml
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Similarly to the GMT, the VT plugin and VT container are both integrated in the RADON IDE
using the chePlugin and the kubernetes types in the RADON devfile (see Listing 3).
Listing 3. VT component definition in RADON devfile
- type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-vt/latest/meta.yaml
- mountSources: true
endpoints:
- name: radon-vt
port: 5000
attributes:
discoverable: 'false'
secure: 'false'
public: 'true'
protocol: http
reference: TODO
type: kubernetes
alias: radon-vt

The flag "mountSources: true" allows the VT container to read the files in the user's projects. This
is necessary because the VT needs to read the files in order to verify them. The endpoint definition
ensures that the VT container is available on port 5000, which enables communication between the
VT plugin and VT container.
4.3.3. Decomposition Tool (IMP)
Overview of provided features:
The decomposition tool is present to help in finding the optimal decomposition solution for an
application based on the microservices architectural style and the serverless FaaS paradigm. It is
envisioned to support three typical usage scenarios: (1) architecture decomposition, (2) deployment
optimization, (3) accuracy enhancement. The alpha version allows the use of the tool to optimize
the deployment of an application comprising Lambda functions and S3 buckets. To this end, one
can right-click on the service template (.yaml) and then click the “Optimize” button in the pop-up
menu. After the optimization program completes, the service template will be updated according to
the optimal deployment scheme, and the minimum operating cost will be printed in the “Output”
window (View → Output).
Integration details:
A prototype of the decomposition tool is implemented and made available as a public service with a
REST API. We develop a Visual Studio Code extension for users to access that service through
different programs, namely decomposition, optimization and enhancement. For example, the
optimization program calls the API of the tool to upload the model, optimize it and download the
result. The Visual Studio Code extension is installed in the RADON IDE using the chePlugin type
by adding the following snippet to the “components” list of the RADON devfile.
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Listing 4. Decomposition component definition in RADON devfile
- type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-decomposition/latest/meta.yaml

4.3.4. Defect Prediction Tool (TJD)
Overview of provided features:
The Defect Prediction (DP) tool enables operators to identify potentially defective IaC blueprints. It
currently provides a graphical user interface to run the detection on a given Ansible blueprint and
display the results. The results consist of a table, showing the values for each of the extracted
metrics and the final decision on the blueprint’s defect-proneness, that is, defect-prone or defectfree.
Integration details:
The Defect Prediction consists of a Visual Studio Code extension that can be integrated into an
Eclipse Che environment. An operator can interact with it by right-clicking on a YAML-based
Ansible file and click “Run detection”. The results (i.e., the metrics extracted from the script and
defect-proneness) will be displayed in a new active tab (commonly known as webview in VSC).
Similarly to the previous tools, the DP plugin is integrated into the RADON IDE using the
chePlugin type in the RADON devfile:
Listing 5. DP component definition in RADON devfile
- type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-defect-predictor/latest/meta.yaml
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5.

Integration Progress and Next Steps

This section describes the current status of the development and integration activities of the
RADON framework with respect to the preliminary integration plan, defined in the previous
deliverable D2.3[3].
In particular, Table 2 reports the status of achievement of each RADON component f and the
features expected at milestone MS4 (i.e., the first alpha release of the RADON Framework), the
updates to previous plan if any and the next steps.
Table 2. Integration Status
RADON IDE
Expected
features

● Set-up of RADON integrated development environment based on the
Eclipse-Che technology. Definition of preliminary authorization
policies, based on RADON user’s roles.
● The tool provides authorization capabilities in the context of a multiuser development environment. A RADON user can create a new
RADON workspace and a RADON modeling project on it, providing
access to the RADON Particles. The initial and intermediate versions
of the tools released at M12 and M18 are integrated in the development
environment and a custom menu is provided to invoke them.

Status of
achievement

● The RADON IDE, based on the Eclipse Che technology, has been
deployed in an ENG VM. Basic authentication and authorization
capabilities have been set-up to provide access only to registered users.
● In the alpha release, a new RADON stack has been implemented in the
Che instance to enable the creation of a RADON workspace. In
particular, the RADON workspace provides a modeling project to
access the RADON artifacts and enables the interaction with the
Graphical Modeling, Verification, Decomposition and Defect
Prediction tools integrated on it.
● Custom commands have been implemented to invoke these tools.
Moreover, a “Deploy” command has been implemented to start and
manage the deployment of a CSAR with the Orchestrator.

Next Steps

For the next milestone releases, our work will focus on the following
activities:
● Enhancement of authorization capabilities based on RADON user’s
roles.
● Complete the integration of RADON tools.
● Enhancement of the UI elements/commands for the interaction with
the integrated tools to improve usability.
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Graphical Modeling Tool
Expected
features

● Provided as a standalone Docker image being able to maintain YAML
TOSCA entities by exposing a user-interface and REST API. The
entities reside in a local repository, linked to the container as a Docker
volume. Export of TOSCA CSARs for processing with the RADON
Orchestrator.
● Docker container is running within Eclipse Che runtime. GMT userinterface can be launched from a RADON Workspace. A “modeling
project” inside the RADON Workspace is linked to the Docker
container and serves as the GMT’s repository. GMT provides “jumpto-code” functionality for source code projects, linked to a RADON
model.

Status of
achievement

● The GMT, which is based on Eclipse Winery, has been packaged into a
Docker image in the first year of the project. Further, an automated
Docker build has been set up that builds the GMT every time features
or defect fixes are merged into the master branch. This lets other
parties quickly start and use the GMT, but also enables the GMT to run
inside Eclipse Che's workspace environment.
● The GMT has been added to the RADON workspace "devfile", that
allows to quickly bootstrap a pre-configured and portable Eclipse Che
workspace. Che's "devfile" configuration allows us to define so-called
"components" that will be started in every workspace based on such a
"devfile". In case of GMT, we defined a "kubernetes" component to
apply a native Kubernetes configuration, which utilizes GMT's Docker
image to spin up a GMT instance inside every RADON workspace.
The Kubernetes configuration is defined such that the Eclipse Che
workspace is mounted as a Docker volume into the underlying
container such that GMT has access to source code projects and
RADON models that reside in the workspace.
● For the alpha release, we have integrated everything into RADON's
"devfile" registry to easily start the GMT.

Next Steps

For the next milestone release, we work on:
● the “jump-to-code” functionality to link source code projects from
Eclipse Che, e.g., the source code of a FaaS function, to the respective
node in the RADON Model, i.e., the TOSCA node template that
represents the FaaS function. To achieve this, we extend GMT, besides
the possibility to reference a binary artifact, with the capability to link
the respective source code root folder by an URL. Notably, this feature
is not bound to Eclipse Che, however, this will be the means of
validation. Any source code project that can be accessed by an URL,
e.g., GitHub or GitLab repositories, can be linked this way.
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Verification Tool

Expected
features

● Provided as a standalone Docker image. This initial version will be
able to verify that a given RADON model satisfies a CDL specification
and suggest corrections/improvements to RADON models.

Status of
achievement

● The current version of the verification tool has been packaged as a
Docker image. The Docker container runs a lightweight (Sinatra) web
server, enabling communication with the verification tool from outside
the container. This version of the tool has both of the expected features
(verification and correction).
● In addition to the Docker image, we have also implemented a Visual
Studio Code Extension plugin, which allows the Verification Tool to
be embedded in an IDE, enabling users to run verification and
correction tasks without interacting with the command line version of
the tool.

Next Steps

● The current plugin reports the solutions of verification and correction
tasks in a separate window. These solutions come directly from the
tool. Next, we intend to extend the plugin so that it can directly apply
the corrections to the RADON model or CDL specifications. The
plugin and Docker image will also need to be extended when the
verification tool supports the new learning mode.

Orchestrator
Expected
features

● Provided as a standalone CLI application that is able to deploy simple
FaaS applications, described in TOSCA. CSARs may be supported,
but not fully functional yet. This may also support deployment of
services using data pipeline plugins either in private or public cloud.
● The improved version of the orchestrator will be able to deploy CSARs
following the TOSCA 1.3 standard. The Orchestrator will have the
defined API that enables the development of REST interface in the
next stage. Data Pipeline plugins within the orchestrator will have
capability to support the deployment of data pipeline blocks in private
and public cloud with basic functionalities.

Status of
achievement

● RADON orchestrator, xOpera, is a TOSCA compliant orchestrator that
is available for independent installation as a Python pip package and
published on Python Package Index (PyPI). At the moment, the
interaction with the orchestrator is done via a command-line interface
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(CLI) that allows initiating different commands. The orchestrator uses
Ansible playbook scripts as actuators for the orchestration and
therefore, offers fully automated deployment of applications that use
Ansible modules for different providers (e.g AWS, Azure, GCP,
OpenFaaS). Currently, the tool supports the deployment and
undeployment of uncompressed CSAR TOSCA artifacts. Among the
supported orchestrator, CLI commands it is also possible to validate
the prepared CSAR solution or to get the orchestration outputs.
● The orchestrator is constantly being improved and follows the latest
TOSCA Simple Profile in YAML v1.3. Currently, the support for
compressed CSAR files is being implemented and will ensure that the
orchestrator will also accept zipped TOSCA artifacts. xOpera API and
SaaS API development is also in progress and will bring the new user
interaction mode and the ability to invoke the tool as a SaaS
component, which will also make the integration with other RADON
tools easier.
Next Steps

In the next time period the development will focus on the following steps:
● Finalize API and SaaS API components.
● Add the support for compressed CSAR files.
● Test the deployment of the CSAR artifacts and templates that are
stored in the Template library service.
● Examine and try to add parallelization to be able to execute declarative
workflows concurrently.
● Support other important TOSCA features such as get_artifact TOSCA
function, policy type targets and triggers, support for using ssh private
keys.

Monitoring System
Expected
features

● Provided as a service to facilitate the collection of basic performance
metrics and their analysis for use in other RADON tools.
● Automatic configuration of monitoring components.
● FaaS monitoring by annotating function handler vs manually inject
code.
● Support application logs monitoring.
● Push alerts generated by runtime deployment monitoring to support
scaling.

Status of
achievement

● The current version of the Monitoring tool provides TOSCA
configurations for integrating monitoring components at different
levels of abstraction (FaaS, server, container, log files). The automatic
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configuration/registration of monitoring components against the
RADON monitoring testbed is supported through auto discovery of
newly spawned monitoring endpoints. With regard to monitoring on
FaaS level, a library that wraps, otherwise manually injected code is
available. Following the decorator design pattern, the monitoring
library exposes its functionality through annotations (i.e.
@monitor_cpu, @monitor_ram) that the RADON user has to simply
add on the FaaS handler. More language/framework runtimes are to be
supported soon.
● Additional TOSCA node type created to support application logs
monitoring. In terms of configuration needed, one should specify the
rules (regular expressions) to parse the log records and extract the
metrics. The runtime deployment monitoring is currently enhanced to
introduce and integrate an alert manager. This implies that the internal
workflows of the Delivery Toolchain will be updated to consume any
alerts, generated at runtime. An integration with the xOpera
orchestrator is in progress in order to trigger redeployments in cases
where alerts indicate that the application should be scaled.
Next Steps

●
●
●
●

Support more language runtimes.
Support more FaaS implementations (cloud provider other than AWS).
Finalize TOSCA types for application logs monitoring.
Integrate alert manager.

Continuous Testing Tool
Expected
features

Status of
achievement

● The tool can generate executable test artifacts from RADON models,
including information about the system under test, test-related
information and the test infrastructure. The version is supposed to be
an end-to-end prototype that supports a subset of the features
(annotations, testing tools) with a focus on load tests. The initial
version will provide functionality for testing both FaaS and data
pipelines. The tool is packaged as a standalone tool that can be used
via a first version of the REST API.
As detailed in the deliverable D3.4[5], the current version of CTT supports:
● The definition of tests and test infrastructures using a CTT-defined
hierarchy of TOSCA policy types, node types, and blueprints, which is
available in RADON’s particles template library.
● The workflow of importing CTT-annotated CSAR files, as well as
deploying and executing the tests, and accessing the raw test results.
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● A set of included deployment and load tests using well-known tools
such as JMeter.
● The extension of functionality, e.g., new test types and tools, via
CTT’s extensions points.
● The use of CTT by the pre-compiled Docker images, and interacting
directly via the REST-based API or via CI/CD scripts.
Hence, we provide a first end-to-end version of the CTT workflow as planned
for M18. The only exception is that we planned to move the initial support of
data pipeline testing to the next version in order to leverage the stabilized
achievements with respect to CTT’s architecture and implementation
including the extensibility as well as the data pipeline modeling and
orchestration.
Next Steps

● Implementation of additional test types and tools based on the
RADON use cases.
● Development of the data pipeline plugin, including the integration of
QT [DICE17].
● Support for operational feedback, including the integration with
RADON’s monitoring tool.
● Integration of test case selection/optimization approaches.
● Integration into the RADON IDE via a respective CTT IDE plugin.

Decomposition Tool
Expected
features

● The initial version of the decomposition tool will provide
functionalities for deployment optimization. The tool will be packaged
as a standalone Docker image with a REST API in support of these
functionalities.

Status of
achievement

● A prototype of the tool with an initial deployment optimization
capability is implemented. It can be used to optimize the deployment
of an application comprising Lambda functions and S3 buckets.
● Tool-specific TOSCA definitions are also integrated into RADON
Particles. Instead of being packaged as a Docker image, the tool is
deployed on a public access server with a REST API. A Visual Studio
Code extension is developed for users to invoke it from the RADON
IDE.

Next Steps

● Our following effort will be put into enabling the architecture
decomposition capability of the tool, so that it can be used to
decompose the architecture of a monolithic application at the level of
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microservices or serverless functions.
● The tool-specific TOSCA definitions and the Visual Studio Code
extension will be further extended to support this new feature.
Defect Prediction Tool
● The tool predicts defects in IaC blueprints in at least one language
(Ansible or TOSCA). Its model is trained on a dataset of 7600 existing
open-source IaC blueprints from 85 Ansible-based projects. The invitro validation described in D6.2, showed that the model can achieve
good accuracy: Matthew Correlation Coefficient ranges between 20%
and 100%, while the median is 86%. The tool is provided as a
standalone and can be integrated through REST APIs. The standalone
application consists of a graphical Visual Studio Code extension that
can be easily integrated in other development environments like
Eclipse Che. It currently relies on the online REST APIs to work.

Expected
features

Status of
achievement

As detailed in the deliverable [D3.6], the current version of DP supports:

Next Steps

● crawling open-source repositories from GitHub;
● mining defect-prone and defect-free instances from the collected
repositories to build classifiers for the detection of defective IaC
blueprints;
● training those classifiers and use them for defect prediction;
● interaction with the models through a plugin for Visual Studio Code
and Eclipse Che integrated into the RADON IDE.
● Support to crawl open-source repositories from additional sources
(e.g., GitLab10).
● Support for continuous feedback of defect-prone/free scripts.
● Extend support to the TOSCA orchestration language.
● Extend the DP to identify different types of defects.

Template Library
Expected
features

10

● Provided as a place to store and version templates used for deployment
and improving the designs of the templates. At this stage, application
blueprints could refer to the template library, but the integration will
not be established to all components that rely on Template Library
(GMT, RADON IDE, Orchestrator, etc.).

https://about.gitlab.com/
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Status of
achievement

Next Steps

● Inline with user requirements, two solutions were prepared for storing
templates. First is radon-particles, a GitHub development repository,
and the second is Template Library, publishing service (TLPS).
Integration is established only through radon-particles (GitHub), while
TLPS is just released in an alpha version with an API ready and
available for future integration with the other tools.
● The TLPS currently includes the storing and retrieving of templates
and versioning of templates. Versions of the entity cannot be changed,
therefore, applications remain deployable during the development
cycle of entities. TLPS can be tested through API or through CLI,
where CLI includes a part of API functionalities and is intended to
simplify the development of the templates.
● The content of the Template Library has been populated in RADON
Particles and in TLPS as well. At the moment, the TLPS includes the
necessary templates for deployment of FaaS applications on the AWS
Lambda, Azure and OpenFaaS.
In the following period, Template Library development will focus on:
● Improving the content, providing support for GCP and including the
templates of required modules to support example applications.
● Integration of TLPS - improving API, connecting with the rest of the
RADON environment (user management, etc).

Function Hub
Expected
features

●
●
●
●

Status of
achievement

● FunctionHub available at cloudstash.io.
● Basic functionality implemented.
● Available command line client for create, packaging and deployment.

Next Steps

● Improvements in user experience.
● Better authentication handling.
● Collaboration with XLB for implementing URL based FaaS
deployments.

A platform for storing FaaS objects as versioned packages.
Supports user login, repository creation and upload functions.
Being able to model FaaS with GMT based on FunctionHub URL.
Being able to deploy FaaS with Radon Orchestrator to cloud based on
FunctionHub URL.
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6.

User guide

In this section, we describe how to use the alpha version of the RADON framework by means of
the RADON IDE.

6.1.

Access to the RADON IDE

A RADON user can register to the RADON IDE by means of a Register Form. Then, a registered
user can login to the IDE with his credentials (Figure 6) and access the main dashboard (Figure 7),
where the user can see the list of already created workspaces (Workspaces tab) or create new ones.
Figure 6. RADON IDE Login

Figure 7. IDE Dashboard
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6.2.

Create a RADON workspace

To start a RADON Workspace, the RADON user has to select the Get Started option, present on
the left panel of the dashboard. A list of ready-to-go stacks for several technologies will be
visualized and the RADON user can create a new RADON workspace, clicking on the RADON
Workspace stack, present in the list (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Create a RADON Workspace

As depicted in Figure 9, a RADON workspace is started. It provides the “radon-particles” modeling
project with a directory structure compliant with the GMT and the set of integrated RADON tools
enabled (i.e., GMT, VT, DT, DPT).
Figure 9. Create a RADON Workspace
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6.3.

How to launch RADON tools

6.3.1. Graphical Modeling Tool
The GMT can be used within the RADON IDE to model an application. To launch the GMT, the
RADON user has to click on the radon-gmt option, present on the My Workspace right panel, as
depicted in Figure 10.
Figure 10. How to launch GMT

As depicted in Figure 11, the browser window of the GMT will be opened and the RADON users
are able to create or adapt existing TOSCA modeling entities as well as to compose new
applications interacting with files and folders from the "modeling project" inside the workspace
(see D4.5[6] for a detailed description of GMT usage).
Figure 11. GMT Dashboard
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At a certain point, RADON users can decide to package and save a CSAR of a selected RADON
Model to the workspace to process it using other RADON tools or to deploy it using the
Orchestrator. This can be done by means of the Export to Filesystem functionality, provided by the
GMT (see Figure 12) that will export the RADON model in a CSAR file and will store it in the
radon-csar folder (see Figure 13).
Figure 12. Export CSAR

Figure 13. radon-csar folder

6.3.2. Verification Tool
The Verification Tool can be used within the RADON IDE to verify that a RADON model
conforms to the CDL specifications. The RADON user can edit/import/update within the IDE a .cdl
file, where the CDL specifications for a specific RADON model are defined (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Edit CDL specifications

To verify that the RADON model conforms to these CDL specifications, the RADON user can
invoke the functionality of the VT. For the verification, make a right-click on the .cdl file and
selecte the Verify option (Figure 15).
Figure 15. Verification of CDL specifications by means of the VT
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The verification results are shown in the RADON Verification Tool output panel (Figure 16).
Figure 16. RADON Verification Tool output panel

6.3.3. Decomposition Tool
The Decomposition Tool can be used within the RADON IDE to optimize the deployment of a
RADON model. To invoke the optimize functionality of the DT, the RADON user has to make a
right-click on the service template (.yaml) and select the Optimize option (Figure 17). The service
template will be updated according to the optimal deployment scheme, and the minimum operating
cost will be printed in the Output window (View → Output) as depicted in Figure 18.
Figure 17. Optimize deployment by means of DT
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Figure 18. Decomposition Tool output window

6.3.4. Defect Prediction Tool
The Defect Prediction Tool can be used within the RADON IDE to check defects in a (Ansible)
IaC script. To invoke the detection functionality of the DPT, RADON users have to make a rightclick on a YAML-based Ansible file (i.e. .yaml file) or on the active editor with the open YAML
file and select the Run Detection option (Figure 19).
The results (i.e., the metrics extracted from the script and defect-proneness) will be displayed in a
new active tab (commonly known as webview in VSC), as depicted in Figure 20.
Figure 19. Check defects by means of DPT
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Figure 20. Defect Prediction Tool output window

6.4.

Deploy the application

At a certain point, the RADON user can decide to package a modeled application in the CSAR
format to deploy it using the Orchestrator (see Section 6.3.1).
To start the deployment process, RADON users have to select the CSAR, stored in the radon-csar
project, make a right-click on it and select the Deploy option as depicted in Figure 21.
During the deployment process, the CSAR will be published to the Template Library and a Jenkins
job will be triggered to manage the deployment of the CSAR with the Orchestrator (as described in
Section 4.2.2).
Figure 21. Deploy of the CSAR
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6.5.

Other RADON Commands

From the command palette of the IDE (shown with Ctrl+Shift+P), RADON users can use the
RADON menu, depicted in Figure 22 to perform the following actions:
● Visualize the status of the deployment of a CSAR by selecting the Show Deployment Status
option. Once this command is selected, a browser window connecting to the output console
of the Jenkins that manages the deployment process will be opened;
● Open the RADON Help Page by selecting the Open Help Page option. Once this command
is selected a browser window connecting to the RADON methodology, GitHub page will be
opened.
Figure 22. RADON menu in the command palette
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7.

Conclusions

This deliverable presents the first (i.e., alpha) release of the RADON integrated framework by
describing the technical decisions in detail to implement the RADON IDE based on the Eclipse
Che technology.
This document concentrates on how the IDE has been customized in order to (i) integrate the
RADON tools on it, (ii) enable the interaction of these tools with the shared spaces of the RADON
artifacts and (iii) add new graphical elements (e.g. menus, commands etc.) to interact with the
overall RADON framework (e.g., start deployment process);
Table 3 shows an overview of the level of fulfillment for each of the agreed requirements. In
particular, we focus on the requirements concerning the customization of the development
environment for RADON’s purposes (e.g. integration on the IDE of specific RADON tools
developed in the technical work packages). The remaining requirements are mainly achieved by
means of Eclipse Che.
The labels specifying the “Level of compliance” are defined as follows:
(i) - (future plan to achieve): plan to meet the requirement in future for next period;
(ii) ✔ (partially-low supported): a few of the aspects of the requirement is fulfilled by the current
version;
(iii) ✔✔ (partially-high supported): most of the aspects of the requirement is fulfilled by the
current version;
(iv) ✔✔✔ (fully supported): the requirement is fulfilled by the current version).
Table 3. Overview of RADON IDE’s requirement compliance level
ID

Requirement Title

Priority

Level of fulfillment

R-T2.3-6

Secure application workspaces

Must have

✔

R-T2.3-7

Integration of TESTING_TOOL

Must have

-

R-T2.3-8

Access to test reports

Must have

-

R-T2.3-9

Access to the shared repositories

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-10

Provide connectors to CI/CD tools

Must have

✔
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R-T2.3-11

Support for the deployment process

Must have

✔✔

R-T2.3-12

Creation of a RADON-based workspace

Must have

✔✔

R-T2.3-13

Creation of a RADON modeling project

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-14

Integration of GMT

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-15

Access projects inside a workspace from
the GMT

Must have

-

R-T2.3-16

Synchronization of changes made within
the IDE in the GMT and vice versa

Must have

-

R-T2.3-18

Support in launching the TOSCA
management UI

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-19

Export the application blueprints as
TOSCA CSAR

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-20

Source code editor support for TOSCA
grammar

Must have

-

R-T2.3-21

Integration of Defect Prediction Tool

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-22

Support in showing monitoring
information

Must have

-

R-T2.3-23

Availability of a RADON menu

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-24

RADON tool UI elements

Must have

✔

R-T2.3-25

Availability of custom menus and
commands

Must have

✔✔

R-T2.3-26

Integration of the Verification Tool

Must have

✔✔✔

R-T2.3-27

Integration of Decomposition Tool

Must have

✔✔✔
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Future Plan
In the next iteration of the deliverable, we will work to release the final version of the RADON
integrated framework, that will be documented in D2.7[1], in order to improve the above
requirements and to achieve the remaining ones.
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9.

Appendix 1: Eclipse Che deployments
9.1.

Installation on the ENG VM

This section describes the steps that have been followed11 for the installation of Eclipse Che on the
Centos 7 machine, hosted by ENG.
Docker was installed and started on the VM as described in Listing 7Listing 6:
Listing 6. Installation of Docker
## Set up the repository
### Install required packages.
$ yum install -y yum-utils device-mapper-persistent-data lvm2
### Add Docker repository.
$ yum-config-manager --add-repo \
https://download.docker.com/linux/centos/docker-ce.repo
## Install Docker CE.
$ yum update -y && yum install -y \
containerd.io-1.2.13 \
docker-ce-19.03.8 \
docker-ce-cli-19.03.8
## Create /etc/docker directory.
$ mkdir /etc/docker
# Setup daemon.
$ cat > /etc/docker/daemon.json <<EOF
{
"exec-opts": ["native.cgroupdriver=systemd"],
"log-driver": "json-file",
"log-opts": {
"max-size": "100m"
},
"storage-driver": "devicemapper",
}
EOF
$ mkdir -p /etc/systemd/system/docker.service.d
# Restart Docker
$ systemctl daemon-reload
$ systemctl restart docker

Kubectl was installed (using native package management) on the VM, as described in Listing 7.

11

The steps described in this guide are based on the documentation provided at the following link:
https://www.eclipse.org/che/docs/che-7/running-che-locally/#installing-multi-user-che-on-minikube-usingchectl_running-che-locally
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Listing 7. Installation of Kubectl
$ cat <<EOF > /etc/yum.repos.d/kubernetes.repo
[kubernetes]
name=Kubernetes
baseurl=https://packages.cloud.google.com/yum/repos/kubernetes-el7x86_64
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
repo_gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=https://packages.cloud.google.com/yum/doc/yum-key.gpg
https://packages.cloud.google.com/yum/doc/rpm-package-key.gpg
EOF
$ yum install -y kubectl

Minikube was installed (via direct download) and started on the VM as described in Listing 8:
Listing 8. Installation of Minikube
$ curl -Lo minikube
https://storage.googleapis.com/minikube/releases/latest/minikube-linuxamd64 \
&& chmod +x minikube
$ sudo mkdir -p /usr/local/bin/
$ sudo install minikube /usr/local/bin/
$ minikube start --memory=4096 --vm-driver=none --extraconfig=kubelet.cgroup-driver=systemd

The chectl management tool was installed in the VM, as described in Listing 9:
Listing 9. Installation of chectl tool
$ bash <(curl -sL

https://www.eclipse.org/che/chectl/)

Finally, the Che multi-user mode was deployed on the running Minikube instance by means of the
chectl, as described in Listing 10:
Listing 10. Deployment of Che
chectl server:start --platform=minikube --installer=operator -multiuser --domain=217.172.12.178.nip.io --che-operator-cr-patchyaml=patchTls.yaml --devfile-registry-url=http://che-devfile-registryche.217.172.12.178.nip.io

In particular, the --che-operator-cr-patch-yaml and --devfile-registry-url options have
been used to disable the TLS support and to set the URL of our custom devfile registry,
respectively.
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9.2.

RADON devfile

The che devfile, we have defined to bootstrap a RADON workspace, is depicted in the Listing 11.
In the listing, the mountSources:true option has been commented because in the current release
we applied the PersistentVolumeClaim
workaround due to Eclipse Che bug
https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-ide/issues/26.
Listing 11. RADON devfile
metadata:
generateName: radon-workspaceprojects:
- name: radon-particles
source:
location: 'https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-particles'
type: git
components:
- id: eclipse/che-theia/next
type: cheEditor
alias: theia-editor
- endpoints:
- name: radon-gmt
port: 8080
attributes:
protocol: http
public: 'true'
discoverable: 'false'
secure: 'false'
referenceContent: |
--apiVersion: v1
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
metadata:
name: projects
spec:
storageClassName: manual
accessModes:
- ReadWriteOnce
resources:
requests:
storage: 1Gi
--apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
name: winery-deployment
labels:
app: winery
tier: frontend
spec:
replicas: 1
selector:
matchLabels:
app: winery
tier: frontend
template:
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metadata:
labels:
app: winery
tier: frontend
spec:
volumes:
- name: projects-storage
persistentVolumeClaim:
claimName: projects
containers:
- name: winery
image: opentosca/radon-gmt:latest
imagePullPolicy: Always
ports:
- containerPort: 8080
env:
- name: WINERY_FEATURE_RADON
value: "true"
- name: WINERY_REPOSITORY_PROVIDER
value: "yaml"
- name: WINERY_REPOSITORY_URL
value: "https://github.com/radon-h2020/radonparticles"
- name: WINERY_REPOSITORY_PATH
value: "/projects/radon-particles"
- name: WINERY_CSAR_OUTPUT_PATH
value: "/projects/radon-csars"
volumeMounts:
- mountPath: "/projects"
name: projects-storage
# mountSources: true
type: kubernetes
alias: radon-gmt
- endpoints:
- name: radon-vt
port: 5000
attributes:
protocol: http
public: 'true'
discoverable: 'false'
secure: 'false'
referenceContent: |
--apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
name: vt-deployment
labels:
app: vt
tier: frontend
spec:
replicas: 1
selector:
matchLabels:
app: vt
tier: frontend
template:
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metadata:
labels:
app: vt
tier: frontend
spec:
volumes:
- name: projects-storage-vt
persistentVolumeClaim:
claimName: projects
containers:
- name: vt
image: marklawimperial/verification-tool:latest
imagePullPolicy: Always
ports:
- containerPort: 5000
volumeMounts:
- mountPath: "/projects"
name: projects-storage-vt
# mountSources: true
type: kubernetes
alias: radon-vt
- type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-vt/latest/meta.yaml
alias: radon-vt-chePlugin
- type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-decomposition/latest/meta.yaml
alias: radon-dt
- type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-defect-predictor/latest/meta.yaml
alias: radon-dpt
- type: chePlugin
reference: >https://raw.githubusercontent.com/radon-h2020/radon-pluginregistry/master/radon/radon-menu/latest/meta.yaml
alias: radon-menu
apiVersion: 1.0.0
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